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In This IssueReviews Feature: Niche Interactions
PLAKS ET AL., 225, KFOURY AND SCADDEN, 239, AND SCHEPERS ET AL.,
254
In this issue, we feature a set of Reviews and Perspectives on cellular and mo-
lecular determinants of stem cell niches. The articles cover contributions to
normal niches, with a focus on the bone marrow HSC niche, as well as how
niche alterations contribute to development and progression of cancer.Promoting Gender Equality in STEM
SMITH ET AL., 221
Achieving gender equality in science will require devising and implementing
strategies to overcome the political, administrative, financial, and cultural
challenges that exist in the current research environment. The authors
propose a shortlist of recommendations to level the field for women in
science.Testing iPSC-Based Strategies for Parkinson’s Disease
HALLETT ET AL., 269
A pre-clinical test of transplantation of autologous iPSC-derived dopamine neurons in a cynomolgus monkey model of Par-
kinson’s disease provides proof of principle for long-term innervation and functional benefit without a requirement for immu-
nosuppression.
Multifunctional m6A Promotes Reprogramming
CHEN ET AL., 338
Zhou and colleagues show that formation of m6A on mRNAs is regulated by miRNAs via a sequence pairing mechanism and
that, in addition to differential distribution in pluripotent and differentiated cells, m6A has positive influence on reprogramming
to pluripotency.
Different Quiescence Exit Kinetics in Human HSC Subsets
LAURENTI ET AL., 302
The hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) compartment is heterogeneous in terms of cell-cycle properties. Laurenti et al. show that
the timing of exit from quiescence in human HSC subsets is controlled by CDK6 expression levels. This differential control has
an impact on the long-term preservation of the HSC pool. (Top image.)
Oct4 Allele Pairing at the Onset of ESC Differentiation
HOGAN ET AL., 275
Hogan et al. describe association of the Oct4 alleles at the onset of ESC differentiation. These inter-chromosomal interactions
are mediated by OCT4/SOX2 binding motifs within the promoter/enhancer region of the Oct4 gene, suggesting a transvec-
tion-like mechanism that influences gene regulation at the Oct4 locus. Preview by Krivega and Dean. (Bottom image.)
Tracing Multipotent Neural Crest Cells In Vivo
BAGGIOLINI ET AL., 314
The developmental potential of NC cells to generate neural and non-neural cells
may reflect activity of multipotent NC cells or a heterogenous population of
restricted progenitors. Baggiolini et al. perform in vivo lineage tracing of single
NC cells, demonstrating that the majority of NC cells are multipotent in vivo.
Preview by Bronner.
Mapping Reprogramming Landmarks
ZUNDER ET AL., 323
Zunder et al. analyzed three fibroblast reprogramming systems bymass cytom-
etry, measuring protein expression, cell cycle status, and cellular signaling at
the single-cell level. Using time-resolved progression analysis, they identify
shared reprogramming landmarks across systems and provide a comprehen-
sive reference for dynamic changes occurring during cellular reprogramming.
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